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Momma
Malware

Let’s name all 20 
of my children.

1. Virus - Self executed, self replicating type of malware.  It can
   modify computer programs by inserting their own code.  When
   it’s replication succeeds, the affected areas are assumed 
   infected. Viruses enter a network through software/hardware
   vulnerabilities or a user allowing it into a network through
   execution or social engineering.  Viruses are sometimes hard
   to catch as some utilize complex anti-detection strategies to
   evade antivirus software.

2. Worm - A malware that replicates itself across the network to
   other vulnerable computers.  It’s primary purpose is to infect
   other computers through duplication.  Worms are different in
   the fact that they do not modify files or corrupt them.

3. Trojan Horse - Just like in Greek mythology, a trojan horse is a 
   malware that misleads users of its true intent by pretending to 
   be something else, like a legitimate program.  It can be 
   downloaded as a program, executed through an email 
   attachment, or dropped on a computer through a 
   fradulent website by means of a drive by download.  This type of 
   malware can have a payload attached but normally is used as a 
   backdoor.

4. Rootkits - A collection of malware that gives unauthorized
   access to a computer or a certain area of its software.  It 
   normally masks itself as a form of software.  
   Rootkits can be hard to detect because it can subvert antivirus.
   Rootkits can also be hard to remove because it resides in the 
   kernel of the compromised PC.



5. Ransomware - Malware designed to deny access to computer
   systems and data until a ransom is paid.  Ransomware, as of 
   late, is initiated in the network through phishing email.  It 
   communicates to the malicious actor outside the organization
   to use a private key to encrypt data in the network.  This causes
   downtime, data leaks, intellectual property theft, and 
   cybersecurity breach.

6. Keylogger - Type of malware used to monitor and record 
   keystrokes typed on a specific computers keyboard.  They store
   and send the information to the attacker who can then extract 
   logins and credit card details.

7. Grayware - Any item on a PC that can be classified as an 
   unwanted application or files that are not malware but can 
   worsen the performance of a computer and lead to a 
   cybersecurity event or risk.  Applications like adware and 
   spyware are considered Grayware. 

8. Fileless Malware - This type of malware typically resides in 
   your computers memory or RAM.  This makes it difficult to
   detect and remove.  This type of malware does not rely on files
   and leaves no footprint.

9. Adware - Type of grayware desinged to place advertisements
   on your screen.  Once installed, the advertisements will reside
   in popups or web broswers.  

10. Malvertising - The use of advertising to spread malware.  This
   is accomplished through injecting malware laced advertisements
   into legitimate advertising sites.

11. Spyware - Malware designed to gather information about a
   person or company that is sent to the attacker without the
   users knowledge.  
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12. Bots & Botnets - A computer that has been compromised and
   infected with malware allowing it to be remotely controlled by
   an attacker.

13. Backdoor - A malware that bypasses normal authentication
   and encryption on a computer.  Used to obtain remote access
   to a computer and its encrypted files.  It can be used to delete,
   corrupt, or transfer data.

14. Browser Hijack - Ever discover a computer with all the 
   browsers riddled with installed toolbars?  This is a type of 
   malware called a browser hijacker and are made with the 
   purpose of modifying browser settings without the users
   knowledge or consent.  Hijack toolbars are bundled with free
   software and downloaded from third-party sites. 

15. Crimeware - Malware that automates cybercrime.  It 
   perpetrates identity theft thorugh social engineering to access 
   the victims financial and retail accounts to steal funds or make 
   unauthorized transactions.

16. Malicious Mobile Apps - Before prescreening of apps was
   instituted by the vendors, malicious apps were allowed in
   the app store.  These apps were designed to steal user
   information, extort, or used as a backdoor to corporate
   networks. 

17. RAM scraper - Malware that resides in memory and collects
   information that is temporarily stored in a computers RAM.

18. Rogue Security Software - Malware that is designed to make
   the user think they have something wrong with their computer.
   The software will point the user to pay to have it fixed 
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19. Cryptojacking - A type of malware that uses a victim’s 
   computing power to mine cryptocurrency.

20. Hybrid Malware - A malware program that may appear to 
   to be a trojan but once executed it may act as a worm.
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Proven and trusted antiviral solutions are the best
defense for malware.  To avoid social engineering

and phishing attempts you must train your 
employees to recognize the signs.


